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Dear Ms, 

You are Capricorn ascendant and Pisces Moon sign. Being a native of ascendant 

ruled by Saturn, you should not expect sudden rise as Saturn tends to delay the 

things which a native is bound to get in the present life. You are presently running 

mahadasha of Venus till 10-5-2019. If you will notice in your cusp chart which is 

the third one from top, you will see that venus is posited in 8th bhava which is a 

negative bhava for a native, it stops growth of any positive kind and promotes 

negative things in life. Venus is in own star and is owning 10 and 5 houses thus it is 



 
 

a strong significator of 8th bhava. This is the prime reason you are not having 

expected growth in your career. 

Venus dasa will end on 10-5-2019 and then Sun mahadasha will begin which is 

your  8th house lord. Sun is deposited in venus star which is again in 8th bhava. Thus 

the coming period of Sun mahadasha also may not prove to be satisfactory but in 

this period your career growth will surely get better but not as you expect it to be.  

Vedic astrology do not consider Rahu and Ketu as actual planets but as shadow 

planets. Thus you are having “kemdrum yoga” in your horoscope which is adverse 

financially.  

1)My career as an ent surgeon is not picking up,when do i see boost in my career 
 

 Your 10th cusp sub lord is Sun placed in venus star and connected with 8th 
bhava making you a Surgeon. You will see growth not in regular pattern but 
in a scattered way. Your main growth period will start from 10-5-2025 and it 
will continue for a very long time.  

 
 
2)pl. suggest concerned remedies if any; but do not ask me for a change i the career 
the past astrologers have suggested me to practice ayurved etc... 
 

A) Perform “Shiv daaridrya dahan Strotram” Homam by an able pundit on a 
Monday. 

B) Wear a Red Coral ring  in ashtdhaatu in ring finger and a Natural pearl ring in 
silver in Little finger. 

C) Host a white triangular flag having Lord Ganesha Photo on it, on your roof 
top if you live in your own house. 

D) Place a Goddess Kali Photo on your main door. 
E) Recite Shree sukt 5 times daily. 

 
3)due to my poor show at the work place; iam loosing my confidence and self 
esteem 
>> Do not lose hope, you have a bright future ahead of which I assure you but 
things will take their own time. Have patience and faith in God. You will also have 
a career which others will envy. We have to bear and face whatever is destined for 
us and for you it is a bit late. Perform the remedies and have patience. 
 



 
 

God Bless 

Acharya Raman 




